
Cover Sheet for the week of April 20, 2020
Calhoun Elementary School

4th Grade: ELA and Social Studies
Miss Ammons (tammons@mcminnschools.com)

4th grade students and parents:

     Once again, I hope that all of you are safe and healthy.  For the week of April 20, I have put 
together a packet that can be completed by simply reading and answering questions or filling in the 
blanks. This is a weekly set which means to work a little on it each day.  It definitely does not have 
to be completed in one day!

     For ELA: For this week, ELA is set up as one packet with three parts in it.  We will begin with 
the Grammar and Spelling Review (1-8).  Please read the Dear Ms. Franklin letter and answer 
the 8 items that follow.  These skills will cover choosing correct punctuation, spelling singular and 
plural nouns, writing abbreviations, choosing correct subject/verb agreements, and using negatives 
correctly (Do not have two negative words in the same sentence!)  Next is a reading passage called 
“Top of the World.”  After reading the passage, complete items 1 – 8.  These skills will cover 
comprehension, synonyms, cause/effect, reference resources, and vocabulary.  The final ELA 
assignment this week is a poem called “My Favorite Time of Year.”  Read this two-stanza poem 
and answer the 1 - 4 comprehension items that follow.  Your ELA packet this week should have a 
total of 20 answers.

For Social Studies: I have placed two different leveled readings: (1) “U.S. Presidents: Thomas 
Jefferson” and (2) “Mapping the West: The Journey of Lewis and Clark.”  After each passage, 
please correctly answer each set of questions.  The first passage has 8 items to complete, and the 
second passage has 10 items.

If you have questions about any of these assignments, please email at any time at: 
tammons@mcminnschools.com.                 Have a great week!                       Miss Ammons

mailto:tammons@mcminnschools.com
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Grammar and Spelling Review  (1-8)
         September 23, 2019

Dear Ms. Franklin

(1) Thank you for guiding my fourth grade class through a tour of Newton Science Center.  
(2) We has enjoyed seeing the displays and watching the movie about astronauts.  (3) We 

learned a lot of interesting facts and really loved the hands-on activitys.  (4) This was the bestes
school trip ever!

 (5) When we returned from the field trip, we had a class discusion about the exhibit we liked 
most.  (6) Samantha thought the moon rocks were really great.  (7) Malik could not never stop 
talking about the comet craters we made with rocks and flour.  (8) Jesse was amazed by the star 
patterns and galaxies at the Skylab Planetarium.  (9) My favorite part was the Living in Space 
display.  (10) It was interesting to try on a real space suit and see how astronauts eat and sleep.  

(11) However, we all agreed that trying to land the spaceship in the Star Ship game was 
fun.

(12) Thank you again for showing us around the center.  (13) It is a trip we will 
remember for a long time.  (14) I have one suggestion.  (15) Please don’t change the space 
display yet.  
(16) I’m going to convince my mother to take me back soon

 Sincerely,

 Tasha Murray
TNR2P235

1. Read the date of the letter.
 

September 23, 2019

Which is the correct abbreviation for the underlined word?

A Septem.

B Spt.

C Sept.

D Sptm.
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TNR

2. Read the greeting from the letter.                                                                                             

Dear Ms. Franklin

What is the correct way to write the greeting?

F Dear, Ms. Franklin

G Dear Ms. Franklin.

H Dear Ms. Franklin, 

J     correct as is
TNR2054

3. Read Sentence 2.                                                                                                                         

We has enjoyed seeing the displays and watching the movie about astronauts.

   Which is the correct way to write the underlined part of the sentence?

          A   have enjoys

          B   is enjoying

          C   enjoying
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          D   enjoyed

TNR20544

4. Read Sentence 3.
 n

We learned a lot of interesting facts and really loved the hands-on activitys.

Which is the correct way to write the underlined word?

F activitease

G activities

H activityses

J    correct as is
TNR20551

5. Read Sentence 4.
 n

This was the bestes school trip ever!

Choose the correct way to write the underlined word in the sentence.

             A     best

             B     more best

             C     most best

             D    correct as is
TNR20545
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6. Read Sentence 5.
 n

 When we returned from the field trip, we had a class discusion about the 

exhibit we liked most.  

Which underlined word in the sentence is spelled incorrectly?

F returned

G field

H discusion

J     exhibit
TNR20550

7. Read Sentence 7.
 n

Malik could not never stop talking about the comet craters we made with rocks 

and flour.

Which is the correct way to write the underlined words in the sentence above?

             A    could never stop not talking 

             B   could not stop talking never 

             C   could never not stop talking 

             D   could not stop talking 

TNR20547



8. Read Sentence 16.
 n

I’m going to convince my mother to take me back soon

Which is the best punctuation mark to put at the end of the sentence?

F a period

G a semicolon

H a comma

J    a question mark

T



Reading Comprehension 

Directions Read this passage. Then answer Numbers 1 through 8.

Top of the World 
1 The North Pole is located at the

northernmost tip of Earth. It is
hard to describe what the area
looks like because there are no
physical land features such as
mountains, rivers, or volcanoes.
In fact, the North Pole has no
land at all! It is a large mass of
ice in the middle of the Arctic
Ocean. The nearest land is
actually about 450 miles away,
off the coast of Greenland. The
area surrounding the North Pole
is called the Arctic Circle.

Winter at the North Pole

2 Winter at the North Pole is cold and dark. This part of Earth is tilted away from 
the sun during the winter, so it doesn’t get much sunlight. In October, the last 
edge of rays from the sun disappears below the horizon. Then the area is left in 
full darkness until springtime. 

3 Without the sun, temperatures at the North Pole fall many degrees. Average 
temperatures stay around –30°F. The frigid temperatures cause much of the ocean
surface to freeze. 

4 Summer at the North Pole

5 In the spring, the sun begins to rise over the horizon at the North Pole. Daylight 
begins again! Each day the sun climbs higher in the sky. By summer, sunlight 
shines all the time, day and night!

6 When the summer sun shines, the temperature at the North Pole warms, 
rising to a chilly 32°F. The ocean ice sheets partially melt and shrink in size. 



Arctic Animals

7 Some animals are able to live in such cold temperatures
near the North Pole. Many search for food near the
edges of the floating ice. As the ice sheets change in
size during the summer, the animals move to find better
food. During the winter, many of the animals hibernate.

8 Polar bears live in the North Pole. They are strong
swimmers and are able to swim across miles of water at
a time. They hunt seals that rest on the drifting ice.

9 Ringed seals hunt for fish beneath the ice. The holes in
the ice give them places to come up for air. In spring, seals give birth to babies 
called pups inside dens they form in the ice. 

10 The narwhal lives in the deep Arctic waters. It is known for
its single spiral tusk. This tusk has caused people to
nickname the animal the “unicorn of the sea.” The
narwhal’s tusk is a long tooth.

Travel to the Top

11 The first recorded journey to the North Pole was in 1909,
when people made the dangerous trip by dogsled. About 

fifty years later, a submarine was the first watercraft to cross the North Pole. Today,
planes fly over the North Pole while traveling between continents. No people live
at the North Pole because the temperatures are so cold and because there is no
actual land on which to build dwellings. 

Trouble at the Top

12 The Arctic region is a beautiful place. However, some scientists are concerned 
that it is changing. In recent years, the ice at the North Pole has seemed to shrink.
This could cause some Arctic animals to lose their homes. Scientists are studying 
the problem to find ways to save this icy region of the world.



TNR2P165

1. Read the sentence from Paragraph 2.
 n

This part of Earth is tilted away from the sun during the winter, 
so it doesn’t get much sunlight.

Which word is a synonym for the underlined word?

A drifted

B guided

C slanted

D located
TNR20575

2. Which section of the passage explains why the surface of the ocean 
freezes?

 n

F Winter at the North Pole

G Summer at the North Pole

H Travel to the Top

J    Trouble at the Top
TNR20584

3. Which sentence from the passage contains an opinion?

 n

            A      In fact, the North Pole has no land at all!

            B      By summer, sunlight shines all the time, day and night!

            C      The narwhal’s tusk is a long tooth.

            D     The Arctic region is a beautiful place. 
TNR20582



Arctic animals could
lose their homes.

4. If a reader wants to see other maps of the North Pole, the best reference 
to use is

 n

F a dictionary.

G an encyclopedia.

H an atlas.

J    a thesaurus.
TNR20579

5. Look at the diagram below.
 n

Cause Effect

Which of these belongs in the empty box?

               A     The ice at the North Pole is melting.

               B     There is little land at the North Pole.

               C     There are holes in the ice at the North Pole.

               D     The temperatures at the North Pole are cold.
TNR20581

6. The best source in which to find information about the first trips people 
made to  the North Pole is a

F Web site titled Surviving Arctic Weather.

G book titled Early Arctic Explorers.

H journal titled Arctic Studies Today.

J    picture book titled Animals of the Arctic.

TNR20577



7. Casey is doing a report about the North Pole. Which source could not be 
used in the early 1900s  to research the information for this report?

                 A    a book about the North Pole

                 B    an online encyclopedia article about the North Pole

                  C      a newspaper article about the North Pole

                D    an interview with the first people to journey to the North Pole
TNR20586

8. Read this sentence from Paragraph 11.
 n

Scientists are studying the problem to find ways to save this icy 
region of the world.

In this sentence, the word region means

F view.

G strip.

H point.

J    area.
TNR20576



Reading: Poetry (1-4)

Read the poem. Then answer Numbers 1 through 4.

My Favorite Time of Year

 
 Red, yellow, and orange
 The colors of a sunrise
 Scatter across the trees                     
Like millions of grains of sand.
 5 The changing leaves whisper to me.  

A cool breeze softly                     
Tickles my ear. 
 It rustles, “I’m here:
 Your favorite time of year.”

10 The nip in the air
 Is  the  opening  act  for  winter’s  frost.
The  leaves  let  go  and  begin  to  fall:
Blowing,  billowing,  and  brushing,
Waving goodbye to August breezes.
15 They call, “I’m here:
 Your favorite time of year.”

TNR2P282

1. In the first stanza, the speaker compares the scattered colors in the 
trees to

 n

                        A    a cool breeze.

                        B    grains of sand.

                        C    whispered words.

                        D    a certain time of year.
TNR20598



2. Read Line 13.
 n

Blowing, billowing, and brushing,

These words are an example of

F alliteration.

G repetition.

H rhyme.

J    simile.
TNR20601

3. The “nip in the air” is compared to an “opening act” because cool air
 n

                A    blows quickly across the sky.

                B    causes leaves to blow in the wind.

                C    is appreciated by many people.

                D    shows that a new season is coming.
TNR20603

4. Which season is the speaker’s favorite time of year?
 n

F autumn

G spring

H summer

J   winter
TNR20604




